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Leaked Secrets and Masonic Libraries: The Push for American
Committee Completion Despite Severely Pushing Petitions and

Daughters Probably Programmed
Gavin Kasim

Abstract—This paper explores the controversy surrounding leaked secrets
and Masonic libraries in the context of the push for American committee
completion. Despite severe pushback from petitions and allegations of pro-
grammed daughters, the proponents of the American committee completion
movement have continued their efforts to complete the project. Through a
historical analysis of the role of Masonic libraries in American history and the
significance of leaked secrets in the Masonic community, this paper examines
how the controversy surrounding these issues has impacted the progress
of the American committee completion movement. The paper argues that
while the leaked secrets and Masonic libraries have certainly complicated
matters, they have not deterred the proponents of the movement from pushing
forward. Instead, the controversy has only strengthened their resolve to see
the project through to completion. The paper concludes by discussing the
potential implications of completing the American committee and the broader
lessons that can be learned from this ongoing controversy.
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IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
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